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ABSTRACT: 
Newly emerging AI regulations need effective and innovative enforcement and compliance 

mechanisms to assure that fundamental and human rights are protected when using an AI system. 

This study compares four different compliance mechanisms namely ‘Real-Time and Automated 

Conformity Assessment’, ‘Standardization and Certification’, ‘Algorithmic Impact Assessment’ 

and ‘Algorithmic Auditing’ as well as three different assurers of compliance namely deployers, 

notified bodies and civil society organisations. With an MCDA, this research has shown that civil 

society-based compliance mechanisms are believed to be less effective, less feasible and more 

costly compared to all other compliance mechanisms. Second, external compliance mechanisms 

(by notified bodies) were rated to be more effective but also more difficult to implement compared 

to internal compliance mechanisms. Third, algorithmic auditing scored highest among all policy 

options. Fourth, despite its experimental nature, automated and real-time compliance mechanisms 

are not scored significantly lower than other compliance mechanisms. 
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1. Introduction  
 
AI systems– on the market today and yet to be developed– may pose severe threats to human and 

fundamental rights. Legislators are thus challenged to design ambitious regulations controlling the 

risks of these new technologies. Around the world, policymakers have developed and are 

developing principles and guidelines constituting inter alia that high risk AI systems should be 

non-maleficence, beneficial, autonomous, just and explicable (Floridi & Cowls, 2019). However, 

aside from high-level principles for ethical AI, comprehensive legal frameworks should establish 

how such guidelines will be enforced (Mökander et al., 2021). In this sense, a solid AI regulation 

also establishes compliance and enforcement mechanisms that are effective, feasible and cost-

efficient for government and deployers. As the regulation of AI is a relatively new field of 

scholarship only some attention has been paid to compliance mechanisms for AI 

systems(Mökander et al., 2021). Just as AI regulation generally, AI regulation’s compliance 

mechanism remains thus a partially exploratory and uncertain policy field.  

 

This research aims to shed new light on this policy domain by comparing the main proposals for 

compliance mechanisms with a Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) that is based on expert 

scoring of policy options. It will be investigated which compliance mechanism is potentially most 

or least effective, feasible and cost-efficient. MCDA is an ideal tool for decision making, especially 

when the decision environment is uncertain, and the assessment criteria are multiple and complex. 

The analysis promises to be insightful as to the best of the author's knowledge this method has 

never been used for AI regulation or cyber governance in general. With the MCDA three assurers 

of compliance (actors executing the compliance mechanisms) are compared to each other, namely 

the deployers, notified bodies and civil society organisations. Further, four different proposed 

policies for compliance mechanisms are ranked by the MCDA namely ‘Real-Time and Automated 

Conformity Assessment’, ‘Standardisation and Certification’, ‘Algorithmic Impact Assessment’ 

and ‘Algorithmic Auditing’.  

 

Before conducting the MCDA, AI systems will be defined and the risks and needs for rigorous 

regulation of these systems will be outlined. Subsequently, this paper will ponder upon the 

importance of solid enforcement and compliance mechanism. Third, compliance mechanisms for 

AI regulation as well assurers of enforcement along the AI lifecycle will be characterized. Next, 
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the three assurers and four compliance mechanisms selected for this MCDA will be thoroughly 

introduced and analysed. Fifth, this research will specify all steps of the MCDA. Finally, the results 

of the MCDA will be outlined and discussed.  

 

2. Literature Review 
 

2.1 AI Systems, their Risks & the Need for Regulation  
 

2.1.1 AI Systems and their Promises  
 
AI systems employed today and in future will and already do shape all aspects of human societies. 

The decisions, recommendations and judgments performed by those systems – previously in hands 

of human experts– will have a significant impact on humans and their environments (Renda, 2019; 

Spielkamp, 2019; Turchin & Denkenberger, 2020). By AI system this paper understands– in line 

with the originally proposed definition of the European Commission (European Commission, 

2021) –broadly “a system that receives machine and/or human-based data and inputs, infers how 

to achieve a given set of human-defined objectives using learning, reasoning or modelling 

implemented with a variety of the techniques and approaches [e.g. machine learning, logic and 

knowledge-based approaches, etc] generates outputs in the form of content (generative AI 

systems), predictions, recommendations or decisions, which influence the environments and 

human beings.” Innovation in the field of AI may be helpful in virtually all domains of human life. 

It is often associated with increased consistency, efficiency, and advanced answers to complex 

multi-variate problems (Taddeo & Floridi, 2018) that offers “major opportunities to improve our 

economic, societal and environmental wellbeing” (Walsh et al., 2019, p.5). According to 

Mökander and Axente (2021), these benefits are associated with the systems’ relative autonomy, 

complexity, and scalability. 

 

2.1.2 AI Systems and their Risks 
  
Relative autonomy, complexity, and scalability, these attributes may also result in adverse negative 

effects on several fundamental and human rights (Access Now, 2018; European Union Agency for 

Fundamental Rights, 2020; Global Partners Digital, 2020). AI systems may facilitate and 

reproduce biases and discrimination (Mattu, 2016; QC & Dee, 2020; Review, 2019), erode human 
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agency and autonomy, negatively affect the freedom of expression (Solaiman et al., 2019), the 

right to free election and interfere with data protection as well as the right to privacy and family 

life. In governments, it may further impact good administration, access to a fair trial and justice 

(UC Berkeley, 2019). AI systems may hamper consumer protection, the right to freedom of 

assembly and association, as well as sustainability and protection against sustained impairment of 

the living standards of future generations. Finally, it may lead to online addiction (Alter, 2017), 

the detrition of gainful and humane working conditions (Frey & Osborne, 2017; Gray & Suri, 

2019) and negatively affect vulnerable and marginalized groups such as migrants (CEPS et al., 

2021). Concerning the above-mentioned risks, it needs to be emphasized, however, that not all AI 

systems will pose a significant risk, some simple systems (like toys or chatbots) may only pose 

low or no risk. Thus, this research is concerned with AI systems that pose a high risk to human 

and fundamental rights.  

 

2.1.3 AI Systems and the Need for Regulation 
 
Considering these potentially hazardous effects in today’s information societies, threats to 

fundamental rights need to be addressed by regulations to ensure public trust in the systems as well 

as in public regulators (Ebers et al., 2021). Regulating AI systems poses unique challenges to 

regulators because the inputs, outputs and operations are often opaque to users and regulators (Rai, 

2020) but also to deployers (AI systems as “black box”). Regulation of AI is further considered 

difficult and risky because of the autonomous, uncertain (Parker, 2012) and unforeseeable nature 

of AI systems which is arguably grounded in its inherent non-determinism (Scherer, 2015). 

Regulations are further complicated as AI -systems are data-intensive, continuously evolving, 

adjusting and self-adapting (Felderer & Ramler, 2021). 

 

 As most current laws, tools, and enforcement mechanisms were designed to merely oversee 

human decision-making and not automated decisions, they are fundamentally deemed insufficient 

to regulate AI systems (Mökander et al, 2021, Brundage et al., 2020). And while jurisdictions 

around the world are in the process to fill this regulation gap ( Fanni et al., 2021), the AI systems 

evolve at a fast pace and may have outpaced the development of tools that review AI systems and 

assure their reliability and trustworthiness (Schulam & Saria, 2019). 
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A need to regulate AI systems may also be identified from the side of deployers, users and the 

affected public. A range of studies and surveys has identified a fundamental distrust amongst 

workers and the general public against AI systems (Dafoe & Oxford, 2019.; Edelman, 2019). 

Looking at the developers of AI systems, it can be argued that only binding legal guidelines, as 

well as external sanctions, will ensure rigid impact assessment. For example, in an interview-based 

study conducted by the EU Agency for Fundamental Rights (2020) most developers and deployers 

of AI systems stated that they are generally aware of fundamental rights issues, but admitted that 

since only data protection impact assessment was legally required (in the EU under GDPR; 

Lachaud, 2020), no impact assessment on fundamental rights was conducted. A meta-study further 

revealed that the mere existence of codes of ethics in software development is relatively 

meaningless if not enforced by the organization (Schell-Busey, 2022). Against this backdrop, 

lawmakers are challenged to design innovative, future-proof and effective regulations for AI 

systems. 

  

2.1.4 Emerging Legal Frameworks for AI Systems:  
 
Responding to the risks and challenges described above several international organisations are 

drafting or have agreed on high-level rules and ethical guidelines (Jobin et al., 2019) establishing 

standards for ethical, responsible and/or trustworthy AI systems (Gesley et al., 2019). Examples 

are the Recommendation of the Council on Artificial Intelligence (OECD, 2019), Ethics 

Guidelines for Trustworthy AI (AI HLEG, 2019) and the Ethically Aligned Design guidelines 

(IEEE, 2019). According to Floridi & Cowls (2019), these guidelines – though different in detail 

– evolve around the same five principles: non-maleficence, autonomy, justice, explicability and 

beneficence. Similarly, states and supranational organisations have drafted guidelines for future 

AI regulation, for instance, the EU, Australia, Japan and Singapore. All of them commonly 

mention that AI should promote benefits, be human-centred (taking into account the needs and 

values of individuals and communities that interact with it), be fair, be explainable 

(understandable, transparent), secure, safe, reliable and accountable (Fanni et al., 2021). 

 

While important to be defined, these principles will only be meaningful if translated into mid-level 

norms and subsequently detailed low-level requirements (Mittelstadt, 2019). Otherwise, they run 

the risk of either being semantically too narrow or too broad and flexible (Arvan, 2018). States 
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and supra- and international organisations are therefore drafting legislation that formalizes ethical 

guidelines into requirements. One of the first and most far-reaching examples in this regard is the 

EU’s AI Act (from here on AIA). It is built on a risk-based approach and has translated the ‘Ethical 

Guidelines on Trustworthy AI’ (AI HLEG, 2019) into a list of essential requirements (‘Title III, 

Chapter 2 AIA’, European Commission, 2021) which are foreseen to be legally binding for high-

risk AI systems. Other major economies are expected to publish drafts for comprehensive AI 

regulations soon, e.g. the UK is expected to publish the first draft of an AI regulation in the first 

half of 2022. 

 

But even with settled high-level principles, guidelines as well as detailed norms and practical 

requirements in place, a central challenge to all newly emerging AI regulations is to translate them 

into practice. Hence, to assure the effectiveness of and compliance with given AI regulations, 

governments and public agencies need potent governance mechanisms to do so.  

 

2.2 From Theory to Practice: Compliance, Enforcement, Assurance  
 

2.2.1 An Introduction to Compliance Mechanisms 
 
Governance mechanisms to enforce laws and control compliance with regulations are a central 

piece of every AI regulation. These governance mechanisms are in the following called 

compliance mechanisms (in line with the Ad hoc Committee on AI of the Council of Europe, 

CAHAI, 2020). Fundamentally, to be successful, every regulation needs to be linked to effective 

enforcement mechanisms, i.e., activities, structures, and controls wielded by various parties to 

influence and achieve normative ends (Baldwin et al., 1999). Compliance mechanisms for AI 

regulation may be defined as the process by which the expected function of an AI system as well 

as its conformity with laws, standards and regulations (national, international as well as privately 

set standards) is checked, controlled for and demonstrated to others (US GAO, 2021; CDEI, 2021). 

Compliance mechanisms thereby provide trustworthy information on the reliability, fairness, 

safety and performance as well as potential risks of the AI system (CAHAI, 2020). Practical 

mechanisms for compliance should help regulators, agencies, and users to monitor and understand 

if an AI system is adhering to a legal framework, provide transparency, and ensure accountability, 

expandability, and legibility (CAHAI, 2020). Further, compliance mechanisms should take a 
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holistic view, taking into account the computational model but also inputs, outputs, the operational 

process as well as the larger socio-technical context of the system (Mökander & Axente, 2021) 

 

A concept closely related if not equivalent to compliance mechanisms is AI assurance (Kazim & 

Koshiyama, 2020; Leslie et al., 2022). This terminology is dominantly used in the UK context, 

where it is defined as “the systematic examination of the extent to which a software product is 

capable of satisfying stated and implied needs” (Felderer & Ramler, 2021, p.13). Correspondingly, 

the UK is expected to introduce an ‘AI assurance ecosystem’ alongside its awaited AI regulation 

(CDEI, 2021). Scholars like Brundage et al. (2020) further speak of mechanisms for supporting 

verifiable claims, a notion that may also be conceptually linked to compliance mechanisms. They 

argue that in contrast to mathematical claims about an AI system that may be verified with 100% 

certainty, general claims about AI systems (e.g., the system is fair) may be verified only to the 

degree that evidence could be collected. Here, Brundage et al (2020) think of socio-technical 

claims e.g., the non-biasness of a data set.  

 

2.2.2 Effective Compliance Mechanisms 
 
Compliance mechanisms may further be differentiated into the ex-ante and ex-post assessment of 

conformity. Ex-ante refers to the assessment of compliance with the legal framework before being 

deployed on the market. However, given the continuously evolving, adjusting and self-adapting 

nature of AI systems, the ex-post compliance mechanism, i.e., the market monitoring is of high 

significance. It may further be argued that the ex-post compliance mechanism should equally be 

able to evolve and adapt to the changing nature of AI systems. In this way, compliance mechanisms 

should be designed to assure legal conformity throughout the entire lifecycle of the AI system 

(Mökander et al., 2021).  

 

Thoroughly implemented compliance mechanisms should render unethical behaviour impossible. 

Accordingly, the existence of well-intended but under-enforced ethical requirements has in the 

past arguably led to unethical behaviour (Floridi, 2019) like ‘ethics- blue washing’ (making 

unsubstantiated ethical claims about an AI system), ethics- lobbying (ethical standards that are 

used to justify the inexistence of necessary legally binding legislation) or ethics-shopping (pick 

and choose standards from different sources to suit pre-existing unethical behaviour). Therefore, 
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without compulsory compliance mechanisms, deployers may be incentivised to practice ethics 

washing (Gibney, 2020) 

 

Compliance mechanisms remain a developing policy field. The translation of high-level guidelines 

and principles into practical guidance – the enforcement of AI regulation, the check for and the 

demonstration of compliance and function – still needs to be explored, developed and neatly 

designed. For example, Raji et al. (2020) hold that both governments and industries lack the tools 

to translate the general guidelines into verifiable criteria. Checking, implanting and monitoring 

ethical guidelines is also seen as a big challenge for businesses by PwC (PwC, 2019) For Mökander 

et al.(2021) thus while the question of ‘what’ - what are the ethical principles for AI systems – is 

more or less solved, the ‘how’ question – how should the principles be enforced and compliance 

be assured – remains to be answered.  

 

2.2.2 Proposed Compliance Mechanism: A Literature Review 
 
A wide variety of compliance mechanisms has been proposed by regulators, scholars and AI 

developers in the field. They focus on different aspects and components of the AI systems (e.g., 

training data, code, output, etc.) and may show different efficiency in different contexts (e.g. 

different regulatory cultures). This research has identified four main approaches to AI compliance 

that may be compared in the Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis, namely Algorithmic Auditing, 

Algorithmic Impact Assessment, Standards and Certification as well as Real-Time and Automated 

Conformity Assessment. These four compliance mechanisms will be defined and analysed in more 

detail below. Beyond these four main governance mechanisms, there is a range of proposed 

compliance mechanisms deserving mention. Due to the scope of this research, they could however 

not be considered in the MCDA. It may be differentiated between compliance mechanisms in the 

development phase, in the ex-ante pre-market phase and the ex-post market monitoring phase.  

 

In the development phase, compliance mechanisms are for example awareness-raising with 

software engineers (Floridi et al, 2018), diversifying the developer teams (Sánchez-Monedero et 

al., 2020), and a proactive design that integrates ethical guidelines from the very beginning, e.g 

reflective design, Values@Play, and Value-Sensitive Design (Aizenberg & van den Hoven, 2020; 

IEEE, 2019; Morley et al., 2020; van de Poel, 2020). However, this compliance mechanism has to 
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be viewed with caution as studies have identified difficulties to embed values into the design 

throughout the technology cycle (van de Poel, 2020). Further tools in the development stage are 

the review of potentially biased input data (AI Ethics Impact Group, 2020), employing only codes 

and decision models that have previously been verified (Dennis et al., 2016) or licensing 

developers allowed to code high-risk AI systems (Mittelstadt, 2019). 

 

For pre-market ex-ante compliance mechanisms, an interesting tool is the regulatory sandbox (e.g. 

Leslie et al., 2022). Regulatory sandboxes may be used to test innovative systems or products for 

safety and compliance in a safe and delimited setting before they enter the market (Makarov & 

Davydova, 2020). The idea is the reduce the administrative burden, time-to-market and lower the 

cost for the organisation and in this way enable innovation without compromising on compliance 

with high-level principles (Ranchordas, 2021). Though the details are not fleshed out, regulatory 

sandboxes are also foreseen by the EU’s AIA (EU Commission, 2021). For ex-post market 

monitoring, a potential compliance mechanism discussed is the so-called ‘human in the loop 

protocol’ that is supposed to oversight the AI systems, potentially intervene once harmful 

outcomes are detected or even might be held responsible (Jotterand & Bosco, 2020; Rahwan, 2018; 

R. Fanni et al., 2020).  

 

Aside, from ‘hard’ compliance mechanisms, governments may also incentivise a cultural shift 

changing the way societies interact with new technologies. For example, by changing school 

curriculums to train digital literacy or by incentivising and supporting a fruitful culture for 

whistleblowing or investigative (data) journalism (European Parliament Think Tank, 2019). 

Lastly, high fines may further deter developers from (intentional) violating AI regulation 

(European Commission, 2021). Fines, however, are only functional in intersection with other 

compliance mechanisms as inconsistency with predefined principles must be identified. 

Compliance mechanisms are hence crucial to determine and fine potential misconduct.  

 

2.2.3 Assurer of the System:  
 
Legal frameworks aiming to regulate AI systems should also clearly define and empower actors 

so-called assurers of compliance to assess conformity and provide oversight (CAHAI, 2020). For 

effective enforcement, these assurers should be organisationally independent of the developers and 
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deployers of the system (Council of Europe, 2019). A range of actors may be thinkable to be 

assurers of compliance for instance expert committees, academics, sectoral regulators, auditing 

firms, dedicated corporate units for internal checks, civil society organisations or private sector 

auditors. Fundamentally, assurers should have sufficient expertise, competencies and resources. 

They may (but not necessarily need to) have intervening powers (CAHAI, 2020). With this 

research, three main potential assurers are compared namely deployers (internal compliance 

mechanism), notified bodies (external compliance mechanism) and civil society organisations 

(bottom-up compliance mechanism).  

 

2.3 Policy Options for the Multi-Criteria Analysis  
  

2.3.1 Possible Compliance Mechanisms  
 

2.3.1.1 Algorithmic Auditing 
 
AI Auditing is seen as one of the most promising tools to translate vague concepts, rules, and 

guidelines into a practically and effectively enforced legal framework (Bauer, 2017; Brundage et 

al., 2020; Kim, 2017; Morley et al., 2020). An Algorithmic Audit may be seen as a regulatory 

inspection used to assess whether an algorithmic system complies with “AI Regulation, data 

protection law, equalities legislation, or insurance industry requirements, for instance” (Lovelace 

& DataKind, 2020, p.12). Unlike impact assessment, algorithmic audits look at the technical 

entirety of the algorithmic system and its lifecycle (Raji & Buolamwini, 2019).  

 

Auditors of the AI systems need significant access and statutory powers to audit the system. 

Therefore, audits can only be performed by actors who work in close collaboration with developers 

(e.g., auditing professionals) or by public agencies having regulatory authority. However, data 

gathering power and access should be secure and well delimited (Lovelace & DataKind, 2020). 

Aside from examining code (which is controversial and may offer only limited or slow 

information), potential auditing tools are e.g. “techniques from bias auditing, [...] mandating access 

to data about the algorithm’s users, inspecting how the system is operating, speaking with 

developers or users, or looking at models underpinning an algorithmic system” (Lovelace & 

DataKind, 2020, p.4). Algorithmic auditing may be both employed ex-post and ex-ante. 
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Past literature has established that AI auditing may prove suitable for identifying a range of 

harmful effects of AI systems (e.g., discrimination, distortion, exploitation, misjudgement) with 

different types of auditing tools (Bandy, 2021). In this way, AI audits promise to operationalise, 

“assess and assure the legality, ethics, and safety of [AI systems]” (Mökander, Morley, et al., 

2021). For instance, Bandy (2021) has reviewed studies on auditing and found examples where 

audits have revealed problematic behaviours, e.g., search algorithms capable of distortion and 

advertisement algorithms culpable of discrimination. Raji & Buolamwini (2019) examine a 

successful case of AI auditing, namely the auditing tool “Gender Shades” that checks for biases in 

gender and skin shades and subsequently documents how developers react to the findings, i.e., 

adjust and reduce the biases. Aside from these singular examples, however, there is no standardised 

approach on how to conduct audits. Also, given the wide range of different types of AI systems, 

algorithmic audits differ depending on sector and usage (Lovelace & DataKind, 2020). 

 

Based on auditing experience in other sectors, two major lessons can be drawn. First, auditing 

differs from a code of conduct in that it is purpose-oriented and “aims to demonstrate adherence 

to a predefined baseline” (ICO, 2020). Second, operational independence between auditor and 

auditee is a precondition for a successful audit. This means that even if we speak of ‘internal audit’ 

an organisational separation between developers and auditors is presupposed (Floridi et al., 2022). 

 

2.3.1.2 Algorithmic Impact Assessment:  
 
In contrast to algorithmic auditing which requires significant technical insights into the AI systems, 

algorithmic impact assessment is less technical as it takes a broader social, environmental, legal or 

ethical perspective (Kazim & Koshiyama, 2020; Koshiyama & Engin, 2019). Algorithmic impact 

assessment may be differentiated between Algorithmic risk assessments which are conducted ex-

ante and Algorithmic impact evaluations which are conducted ex-post (Lovelace & DataKind, 

2020).  

 

2.3.1.2.a. Algorithmic Risk Assessments: 
 
Algorithmic risk assessments are deployed to identify and assess the potential risks of an AI system 

as well as anticipated impacts before the system is deployed. With algorithmic risk assessment, a 
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holistic perspective is aspired to look beyond the computational model and thus at societal, social, 

environmental, legal, and ethical impacts i.e. how users will interact with or be affected by it 

(McGregor et al., 2019). In this way, impact assessments e.g. look at the expected (societal) 

outcomes of the AI systems and propose means of mitigating risks and concerns (ECP, 2019). So 

far, impact and risk assessments are used mostly by the public sector e.g. for human rights, 

environmental regulation or data protection (Reisman et al., 2018). However, future users may 

also be creators, procurers or deployers. The EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (Kaminski 

& Malgieri, 2019) includes a risk assessment that may partly serve as a blueprint for AI risk 

assessment (Kaminski & Malgieri, 2019). 

 

Examples of already used frameworks for algorithmic risk assessment include the Canadian 

Government’s algorithmic impact assessment (Canadian Government, 2020) for the public 

sector’s use of AI systems. In this case, the risk assessment is implemented with a mandatory 

online questionnaire asking e.g. about the stakes of the decisions, type of technology, project 

motivation and the vulnerability of the users (Lovelace & DataKind, 2020). As an outcome, the 

assessment generates a risk level and subsequently establishes mandatory requirements (Treasury 

Board of Canada, 2021). Further examples include the AI Now Institute’s algorithmic impact 

assessment, called the ‘Human Rights, Democracy, and the Rule of Law Impact Assessment’ 

(Leslie et al., 2022) or the ‘Human Rights, Ethical and Social Impact Assessment’-HRESIA 

proposed by Mantelero (2018). 

 

2.3.1.2.b Algorithmic Impact Evaluation:  
 
Algorithmic impact evaluation monitors the AI system and its impact on a population after its 

deployment (ex-post). In this way, algorithmic impact evaluation parallels conventional policy or 

economic impact assessments that rate processes when operative (Kazim & Koshiyama, 2021). In 

some jurisdictions, these evaluations are part of the regular implementation process of a policy, 

e.g. for the EU’s DG Internal Market and Services (Fitzpatrick, 2012). Like algorithmic risk 

assessment, the impact assessment takes a contextual, social and cultural perspective and draws 

amongst others from assessment frameworks in Science and Technology Studies (Konrad et al., 

2017).  
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A variety of practical tools are available to assess impact including checklists (e.g. on data 

protection; EU Comission, 2016), lists of questions (e.g. the Assessment List for Trustworthy AI 

for self-assessment; AI HLEG, 2020) or self-assessment tool like the ‘Human rights compliance 

assessment quick check’ (Danish Institute for Human Rights, 2016). Impact evaluations can be 

conducted by independent researchers, governments or public agencies, though may need some 

access to system information, such as details of people subject to the system. Examples of a 

framework for algorithmic risk assessment include the ‘Human Rights, Democracy, and Rule of 

Law Assurance Case’ (HUDERAC) proposed by the Alan Turning Institute (Leslie et al., 2022) 

or the Stanford’s ‘Impact evaluation of a predictive risk modelling tool for Allegheny County’s 

Child Welfare Office’(Goldhaber-Fiebert & Prince, 2019) 

 

 As impact evaluations are conventionally not directly conducted by deployers, they may raise 

questions about accountability because developers are not necessarily obliged to enact the 

recommendations. An example of this problem may be Facebook’s failure to react to a human 

rights impact evolution in Myanmar (Latonero & Agarwal, 2021; Warofka, 2018). Looking 

generally at the scholarship produced on algorithmic impact assessment (risk assessment and 

impact evolution), it may be said that so far, there is no clear consensus on best practices and 

generally on how algorithmic risk assessment and algorithmic impact evaluation are best designed.  

 

2.3.1.3 Real-Time and Automated Compliance Mechanisms 
 
AI Systems and their underlying algorithms are pervasive and their risks quickly evolving. As AI 

systems interact with the real world, their behaviour may be quickly changing and evolving 

(Parker, 2012). A regulatory reaction to this new form of agile and uncertain technology may be 

real-time and continuous conformity and compliance checks. With automated and continuous 

auditing, drifts in functionality may be identified right when they occur and can be addressed 

timely and on the spot (Leslie et al., 2022). They are thought to be useful mainly for ex-post 

compliance mechanisms.  

 

For real-time and automated compliance mechanisms potential technologies could be regtech and 

subtech solutions. These technologies were initially developed in the fintech sector but are now 

believed to reform regulatory processes generally with “low costs, effective and efficient 
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compliance, accurate information and real-time data, flexibility, easy reporting, security and 

analytics” (Johansson et al., 2019, p. 72). The technology is believed to supplement manual 

reporting and compliance checks in multiple regulatory environments (Arner, 2017; Deloitte, 

2021). As the core data, processes and governance of compliance with different regulations are 

always similar (Nicoletti, 2018) duplication of work may thus be avoided ( Hill, 2018).  

 

Given the above-mentioned benefits of regtech and subtech for example Butler & O’Brien (2019) 

see great potential for the regulation of AI systems, machine learning and natural language 

processes. According to Renda (2018), the technology may be suitable to serve as a compliance 

mechanism for “digital labour, robotic process automation, machine learning, cognitive learning, 

big and smart data analysis, biometric technology, and natural language processing” (p. 80). Aside 

from compliance mechanisms, regtech and subtech may also increase cyber security, reduce 

operational risk, combat fraud, and other crimes and may be used to warn on a range of other 

issues.  

 
2.3.1.4 Standardization and Certification  

 
Standards are the technical and detailed settlements on specifications of products amongst 

stakeholders that often codify norms and legal requirements (Lewis et al., 2021). Private 

standardisation bodies negotiating and coordinating the standards are often made up of industry as 

well as government representatives, consumer organisations, trade unions and environmental 

organisations (Nativi & De Nigris, 2021). Under the EU’s New Legislative Framework for 

instance pre-market controls and conformity assessments to testify product’s performance and 

safety are carried out against a list of essential requirements by the manufacturers. With this self-

assessment products may be marked with the 'CE' branding and enjoy the freedom of movement 

in the EU (European Parliament and the European Council, 2012). They are thus considered to be 

useful mainly for ex-ante conformity assessment.  

 

The rationale of NLF is that “the manufacturer, having detailed knowledge of the design and 

production process, is best placed to carry out the complete conformity assessment procedure. 

Conformity assessment should therefore remain the obligation of the manufacturer” (European 

Parliament and of the Council,2008). In the EU, not all products fall under the NLF, for instance, 
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pharmaceuticals are assessed by the (public) European medical agency before granting market 

approval. In this way, defining the scope and application of standardization is naturally political 

(Cihon, 2019)– e.g. which products fall under NFL and which are under the assessment of public 

authorities. Also, standard-setting is a matter of international competition and power politics as 

major economies are aiming to push their homegrown standards to become harmonized 

international standards (Almeida et al., 2021; Cantero Gamito, 2021)  

 

Standards may promote the rapid transfer of technologies from research to implementation. By 

defining requirements for products, services or processes, they ensure interoperability and quality 

(Ebers et al., 2021). Norms and standards can thus potentially make a significant contribution to 

explainability and security as well ass support acceptance and trust of AI systems (Din e.V. and 

DKE, 2020). Examples of relevant industry frameworks for AI systems are the ‘Principles for 

Accountable Algorithms and a Social Impact Statement for Algorithms’ (Diakopoulos, 2017) or 

the emerging standards by the IEE on algorithm’s transparency, privacy or bias, the ‘IEEE P7000: 

Model Process for Addressing Ethical Concerns During System Design’ (‘IEEE 7000TM Projects, 

2021 )or ‘IEEE P7003: Algorithmic Bias Considerations’ (Koene et al., 2018). 

 

Private standardisation bodies are, however, not free of criticism. According to Veale & 

Zuiderveen Borgesius (2021) the rule-making bodies such as CEN or CENELEC function under 

private law. With the NLF they are argued to “serve the European consumer ill” (McGee & 

Weatherill, 1990, p.69). This is because relatively under-funded consumer organisations must 

catch up with industry representatives in opaque harmonisation processes. Often enough, well-

equipped industry associations dictate the standards in their interest rather than the consumers’ 

(Veale and Borgesius, 2021). In this light, leaving the “real rulemaking” (Veale and Borgesius, 

2021, p.105) to European standardisation organisations, especially for potentially harmful and 

complex AI systems seems to be questionable. Oversight with democratic legitimation or by civil 

society actors may be particularly valuable for AI technologies that have severe consequences for 

human and fundamental rights. 
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2.3.2 Assurers of Compliance 
 

2.3.2.1 Deployers (Internal Compliance Mechanisms) 
 
With internal control of AI systems, the deployer is the main actor to ensure compliance with given 

guidelines and regulations. Internal compliance mechanisms for example outlined by the EU’s 

AIA (‘conformity assessment based on internal control’, European Commission, 2021) imply 

properly documented internal checks to guarantee the conformity of the AI System with all 

requirements of the AI legislation. It further may include establishing a robust quality and risk 

management system, detailed technical documentation concerning internal governance processes, 

and safeguards against adversarial or negligent behaviour, e.g., through declarations of conformity 

(Mökander, Axente, et al., 2021). Harmonized standards defined by standardization bodies will 

foreseeably be the basis of this process (Ebers et al., 2021). Internal compliance mechanisms 

benefit from excellent access to the AI models and internal processes (e.g., to intermediate models 

or training data which are usually protected by trade secrets). Further, in case of failure to 

communicate proactively and transparently as well as in case of communication of incomplete or 

misleading information, authorities may impose fines (Mökander, Axente, et al., 2021). 

 

An example of internal compliance mechanisms is proposed by Raji et al (2020). The framework 

for internal compliance mechanisms is called ‘end - to end framework for internal algorithmic 

auditing’ and was developed by researchers from Google. They hold that internal assurers are not 

less interested “to evaluate how well the product candidate, once in real-world operation, will fit 

the expected system behaviour encoded in standards” (p.3). According to Raji et al (2020), it is 

beneficial that assurers of the AI systems are also employees of the deploying company. This is 

because performance gaps may directly be solved with the product team whereas external assurers 

of compliance may have to go through a complex communication protocol before the information 

reaches the deployer. In this regard, it is argued that internal control could more likely result in 

beneficial organisational change in the deploying company. Internal compliance mechanisms are 

thus argued to result in informed model design decisions (Shah, 2018). 

 

On the other side, internal compliance mechanisms raise concerns about the incentives for 

accurately self-reporting. The main interest for deployers according to Da Silva (personal 
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communication, May 2022) is to put the AI system on the market first or as quickly as possible 

and to keep them on the market. The strive for rapid deployment and profit may lie in contradiction 

with a resource- and time-intensive conformity assessment that may necessitate a costly redesign 

of the system. This conflict of interest is also acknowledged by researchers from Google (Raji et 

al., 2020) as internal compliance controls are “never isolated from the practices and people 

conducting [it]” (p.7). According to Da Silva (personal communication, May 2022), the risk of 

unreliable internal compliance mechanisms may be particularly given for small and medium 

deployers that do not have the same public scrutiny as multinational cooperation.  

 

2.3.2.2 Notified Bodies (External Compliance Mechanisms) 
 
The notified bodies system is a framework designed by the EU and used for ex-ante conformity 

assessment (European Comission, 2020). As it is included in the EU’s AIA act (EU Commission, 

2021) it serves as a blueprint for this paper to conceptualize and outline notified bodies. 

 

Notified bodies are external institutions appointed and certified by governments or public agencies 

that conduct external conformity assessments (in the AIA national governments select so-called 

notifying bodies that in turn certify notified bodies). The main task of notified bodies is to assess 

deployers' internal quality management system by closely evaluating the technical documentation 

(not necessarily the source code). By checking and judging these documents, a notified body 

determines if a deployer and their system comply with the relevant requirements (Mökander, 

Axente, et al., 2021). In a positive case, a system can be certified e.g., in the EU with the CE 

certification.  

 

Naturally, the deployers should be required to cooperate as much as needed to make the 

relationship work and to enable a due exercise of the compliance checks by the notified body– 

most importantly access to all resources and documents. Further, deployers should be required to 

swiftly react to and improve on any major malfunctioning based on the judgment and 

communication of the notified body. Possible notified bodies are big auditing firms such as the 

TÜV group or big consultancy firms like PwC (Mökander et al., 2021). 
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2.3.2.3 Civil Society Organisations (Bottom-Up Compliance Mechanism) 
 

Alternative assurers of compliance such as civil society organisations have been suggested to 

replace or complement public bodies, deployers or notified bodies (Raji, 2021 as cited in Miller, 

2021; Renda, 2019). Deployers may be required to comply with or voluntarily sign up to regulatory 

schemes which are privately developed by civil society actors. Civil society organisations either 

define their own rules and criteria for certification or use pre-given requirements (e.g. from the AI 

regulation). A further possibility is that civil society is involved in the academic endeavour to 

establish ethical principles (Mittelstadt, 2019). The civil society groups may be mandated by the 

national authorities, gain regulator-facilitated data access and may address sector-specific AI 

systems (e.g. labour unions could address AI systems in platform work). Possible actors for civil 

society enforcement of ethical guidelines are e.g. labour unions, consumer protection organisations 

or fundamental rights organisations. (Renda, 2019).  

 

 In its simplest form, impact assessment reports may be disclosed to affected communities (or their 

civil society representations) in simple language, giving citizens the possibility to be informed and 

organize informed opposition against new AI systems (Akkus, 2018). This may also help to 

prevent public backlash. A more advanced example of an existing voluntary self-regulation 

scheme from another sector that may serve as a blueprint is ISEAL (International Social and 

Environmental Accreditation and Labelling Alliance) which is mandated and funded by a range of 

civil society organisations. ISEAL functions as a meta-regulatory scheme, it defines rules and 

criteria and assists in implementing and controlling them (Fransen, 2015). 

 

For example, Raji (2021 as cited by Miller, 2021) proposes a more radical civil society-based 

compliance mechanism. She argues that three policy interventions could make mandatory and 

rigorous third-party conformity assessment a reality: “a national incident reporting system to 

prioritize audits; an independent audit oversight board to certify auditors, set audit standards, and 

oversee the audit process; and mandated, regulator-facilitated data access for certified third-party 

auditors” (Raji, 2021 as cited by Miller, 2021). She argues that conventionally conformity 

assessments would be provided by auditing or consultancy firms interested to stay contractors of 

the providers, therefore meeting first and foremost the providers’ or users’ demands (e.g., a police 
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department) and not of the communities affected. An external and civil society driven compliance 

mechanism on the other hand could represent the interests and needs of impacted communities and 

may go beyond biases and look at “ecological, safety, or privacy impacts as well as a system’s 

failure to live up to appropriate standards for transparency, explainability, and accountability.” 

(Raji, 2021 as cited by Miller 2021). 

 

A community certification scheme for AI systems as e.g. also suggested by Ghernaouti et al (2021 

as cited in Duberry et al., 2021) may push for technology that benefits communities and make 

“visible and question the social and political conditions for innovation.” (p. 16) Arguably, 

regulations like the EU’s AIA already foresee an accreditation scheme for notified bodies (as 

described above) which could be extended to qualified civil society actors. Still, it remains highly 

questionable if civil society organisations have the resources and means to become assurers of AI 

systems given their limited technical expertise (Da Silva, personal communication, May 2022). 

 

3. Methodology:  
 
3.1 The MCDA Approach 
 
The Multiple Decision Criteria Analyses (MCDA) is a group of methods that aim to rank different 

management or policy options based on a set of relevant assessment criteria and the evaluation 

against the criteria (Belton & Stewart, 2002). The MCDA approach is among others designed for 

complex decisions, a high degree of uncertainty, unknown impacts and limited knowledge. An 

example may be the intersection of technical and social dynamics of complex systems (Rogeberg 

et al., 2018; Stewart & Durbach, 2016)  

 

In the last twenty years, the method found wide application with a growing acceptance among 

scholars in various fields (Cegan et al., 2017; Kurth et al., 2017), for instance, to make decisions 

in humanitarian aid (Curran et al., 2014), to manage environmental risk (Yatsalo et al., 2011), to 

manage nanotechnology (Bates et al., 2015, 2016; Linkov & Moberg, 2012) or to search for 

suitable sites for infrastructure, transportation and land use in general (Hamilton et al., 2016; M. 

J. Hill et al., 2005; Yatsalo et al., 2011). So far, however, in the field of cyber politics and 

specifically the regulation of AI, this method to the best of the author's knowledge has not been 
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applied yet. This is surprising given that both the potential impact of AI systems and the impact of 

different approaches to AI regulation are thought to be complex, multi-faceted, uncertain or 

entirely unknown (Nordström, 2021). This makes it an interesting case to apply an MCDA 

approach especially as MCDA finds strength in comparing already used and more experimental 

policy options (e.g. Rogeberg et al., 2018). This research may thus explicate experts’ opinions on 

different AI regulation’s compliance mechanisms with a methodology new and compelling to the 

field.  

 

Generally, for MCDA both data and expert judgment may be used to score the policy options 

against the assessment criteria. Expert elicitation provides especially useful when data is missing 

or inadequate (Pesce et al., 2018). In the case of AI regulation’s compliance mechanism, to the 

best of the author's knowledge, little data is available. Thus, this MCDA study relies on an expert 

scoring of policy options to investigate and evaluate the expected impact and effect of the proposed 

policy options.  

 
3.2 The Steps of this Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis  
 

 
3.2.1 Decide on a List of Stakeholders and Experts  

 

First, after delimiting the topic, relevant experts and stakeholders were selected and contacted. 

Stakeholders for AI regulation include developers, deployers, civil servants, public agencies (e.g. 

the data protection agency), civil society organisations/ NGOs and scholars (CEPS et al., 2021). 

To find relevant candidates for the stakeholders, the public consultation section of the EU’s 

proposed AIA was consulted (European Parliament and European Council, 2021). Stakeholders 

from all domains outlined above were contacted to get balanced perspectives. 18 stakeholders 

agreed to participate and 11 finally completed the questionnaire, they are listed in Table 1. If not 

stated otherwise, they consented to have their name, organisation and position published in this 

1. Decide on a List of Stakeholders and Experts  
2. Decide on a List of Policy Options 
3. Select Assessment Criteria  
4. Participants score the Policy Options against the Criteria 
5. Participants weigh the Criteria  
6. Aggregate the Weights and Scores  
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research. Given the small number of participants – which is conventional for MCDA approaches 

–scoring of policy options reflects a small subset of experts and stakeholders. Regarding MCDA 

literature, it did not become clear how balanced representativity is reached in the selection of 

stakeholders (e.g. Poustie et al., 2015). This should be seen as a limitation of the stakeholder 

selection and potentially the MCDA method in general.  

 

Table 1: Participants of the MCDA  
Name  Institution  Stakeholder Group  
Anonymous Participant (at the 
request of the participant) 

Federation of German 
Consumer Organisations 

Consumer Organisation 

Anonymous Participant (at the 
request of the participant) 

Ada Lovelace Institute for 
AI  

Scholar  

David Nosák Centre for Democracy and 
Technology 

Civil Society 
Organisation 

Jakob Mökander Oxford Internet Institute, 
University of Oxford 

Scholar, PhD Student  

Jeannette Gorzala AI Austria, European AI 
Forum 

Policy Advisor 

Jochen Friedrich ETSI Board at ETSI Standardisation Body 

Julien Chasserieau Digital Europe   Industry Representation  

Koen Cobbaert Philips Electronics N.V.   Industry Representation 

Michele Oliva Unipol Policy Department  User of AI System 
(Insurance Company) 

Paul MacDonnell Global Digital Foundation  Think Tank  

Shea Brown University of Iowa Scholar  

Note: Only participants that filled out the whole MCDA questionnaire are listed 
 
3.2.2 Decide on a List of Policy Options 

  
Based on a detailed literature review (see above), the policy options for this MCDA study were 

selected. Due to the limited scope of this research, the study only included four compliance 

mechanisms as well as the three assurers of the systems. The assurers of compliance are deployers 

(Internal compliance mechanisms), notified bodies (external compliance mechanism) and civil 
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society organisations (bottom-up compliance mechanisms). Further, four different proposed 

compliance mechanisms are compared with the MCDA namely Algorithmic Auditing, 

Algorithmic Impact Assessment, Standardisation as well as Real-Time and Automated Conformity 

Assessment. The policy options are outlined in detail in the literature review above. 

 

Before the MCDA questionnaire was published, the list of policy options was peer-reviewed by 

fellow students of the cluster “Digitalization, Technology and Media” of the School of 

Transnational Governance. Subsequently, it was sent to and discussed with the supervisor of this 

thesis, Professor Andrea Renda who suggested changes and amendments. Here, it must be noted 

that in large scale MCDA studies, stakeholders are also invited to discuss the policy options, e.g., 

in a workshop. However, due to the small scale of this study, every step was conducted online and 

asynchronous as a lengthy meeting could not be expected from the participants. Thus, also the 

selection of policy options could not be discussed in a group session. This is a limitation since 

claims and judgements, as well as different perspectives of stakeholders, could not be exchanged 

ruling out the possibility of an ‘internal peer review’. 

  

To compensate for the lack of open consultation with the stakeholders, however, the policy options 

were shared with the stakeholders in a google doc before the MCDA. Feedback, questions, 

comments, and amendments could be shared via the comment and ‘track changes’ functions. 

Unfortunately, some stakeholders joined late and were thus not part of this first optional review of 

the policy options. Interestingly, none of the stakeholders commented and suggested any changes 

in the doc. This may be for two reasons: first, it may be that stakeholders were in overall agreement 

with the policy options. Second, it may indicate that engagement level and motivation to actively 

participate were relatively low which in turn may reduce the robustness of this research’s results.  

 

3.2.3 Select Assessment Criteria  
 
To assign different scores to the different policy options, assessment criteria, as well as sub-

criteria, had to be selected for the MCDA. The criteria aim to measure the performance of 

alternative policy options against a predefined goal, reduce uncertainty and increase the 

understanding of the analysed system (Linkow & Moberg, 2011). The criteria are supposed to be 

clear and succinct, meeting the consistent, comprehensible, non-redundant and exhaustive 
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requirements (Adiat et al., 2012). To arrive at a meaningful selection of assessment criteria, a range 

of relevant literature was reviewed. As a first step, a preliminary list of decision criteria was 

established. Just as with the policy options, this list was peer-reviewed by fellow students, send to 

the supervisor and shared with the stakeholders via google docs. Also in this case the participants 

did not comment on the google doc. This process was concluded with 17 sub-criteria with 3 cluster 

headings (main criteria). The cluster headings serve to reduce cognitive complexity when the 

criteria are weighted against each other. The criteria are listed in Table 2.  
 

Table 2: Main Criteria and Sub-Criteria for the MCDA 
Main Criteria Sub-Criteria 

Effectiveness  

Capability to ensure Legibility/Explicabity/Transparency 

Capability to ensure Accountability of AI Systems 

Capability to ensure Traceability of AI Systems’ Decisions 

Ability to check for Robustness and Accuracy 

Ensure a Holistic View of the AI System 

Ensure AI compliance Mechanism are permitting Innovation 
of AI Systems 

Capability to discover Unknown Risks 

Creating Incentives for Developers to act Responsible 

Feasibility of  
Application 

Technical Feasibility 

Organizational Feasibility of Assurer of Compliance 

In-house Expertise at the Assurer of Compliance 

Dialectic Cooperation between Providers and Assurers of 
Compliance 

Cost-Efficiency 

Cost-Efficiency for 
Governments/ Public 
Agencies  

One-off Costs 

Financial Burden 

Administrative Burden 

Cost-Efficiency for 
Deployers  

One-off Costs 

Financial Burden 

Administrative Burden 

Source: Established based on the literature review above.  
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3.2.4 Participants score the Policy Options against the Criteria 
 
For the stakeholders to smoothly and easily score the policy options, an online questionnaire was 

created with the tool freeonlinesurvey.com. The stakeholders were asked to elicit a score for each 

policy option against each sub-criterion to express the subjective value they attribute to it. For the 

criteria ‘effectiveness’ and ‘feasibility’ the score ranges from 0 to 10, with 0 indicating ‘very poor’ 

performance and 10 indicating ‘very good’ performance. Correspondingly, for the category ‘cost-

efficiency for governments/ public agencies’ and ‘cost-efficiency for deployers’ the scores range 

from 0 and 10, with 0 indicating ‘minimal’ and 10 indicating ‘maximal’ cost-efficiency. The 

participants were given explanations of the policy options (equivalent to the analysis in the 

literature review) before scoring.  

  

On the first page of the online questionnaire, participants were further reminded that they should 

score the policy options based on their professional perspective, their cumulated knowledge but 

also their intuition, best estimation and educated guess. As the definition and explanations of the 

policy options given to the participants were still quite broad and as possible impacts of different 

enforcement mechanisms for AI regulation are still uncertain, it was communicated to the 

stakeholder that a degree of uncertainty was anticipated also in their answers. 

 

3.2.5 Participants Weigh the Criteria  
 
The participants were next asked to give a relative weight for each assessment criterion accounting 

for the relative importance they assign to this criterion. This was equally done on a scale from 0 to 

10, with 0 indicating minimum importance and 10 indicating maximum importance. The weights 

of all participants were averaged to establish a default weight for this MCDA model (as done by 

Cegan et al., 2017). Subsequently, the results were normalised to add up to 100 (thus equalling 

percentage weights). The result of the weighting is shown in Table 3 in the analysis section.  

 

3.2.6 Aggregate the Weights and Scores 
 
In this step, all scores and weights were aggregated to reach a single comparable value for each 

policy option – the utility score. Given the small but conventional number of participants and the 

individual (not collective) scoring decision, the scores of all participants were first consolidated 
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using the mean. In this way, one value for all policy options again all 17 sub-criteria was 

established (corresponding to the methodology of Poustie et al., 2015).  

 
Next, to establish the utility score for each policy option, the weighted sum method was applied, 

the simplest and most widely used approach for MCDA studies (Poustie et al, 2015, Hajkowicz & 

Higgins, 2008; Howard, 1991). With the weighted sum method, the consolidated scores are 

multiplied by their assigned relative weight and then summed together to gain the overall utility 

for each policy option. The methodology was chosen given the unclear relationship between the 

criteria’s performances that would have made more complex multi-objective evolution algorithm-

based approaches unjustified. The consolidated scores as well as the overall utility scores are listed 

in Tables 4 and 5 in the ‘Analysis’ section of this paper.  

  

4. Analysis 
 

4.1 Results of the Relative Weighting of Assessment Criteria  
 
The results of the weighted criteria are displayed in Table 3 and will be outlined and analysed in 

this section. Displayed are the mean weights given to the assessment criteria by all 11 participants 

normalized to add up to 100%. Overall, the sub-criterion accounting for the ‘effectiveness’ of 

compliance mechanisms was believed to be most relevant, with a percentual relevance of between 

6,1 % and 7,1 %. The second most relevant sub-criteria were the ‘feasibility of the application’ 

with values from 5,3 % to 7,0%. The costs-efficiencies were weighted to be of relatively low 

importance. Here, surprisingly, the costs-efficiency for deployers was rated to be a little more 

relevant (with values from 4,5 % to 5,1 %) than the cost-efficiency for governments and public 

agencies (values from 3,8 % to 4,9 %).  

 

Looking closer at the sub-criteria, the ‘capability to ensure accountability of the AI System’ seems 

to be most relevant for the stakeholders with 7,6 %. On the other hand, the ‘one-off costs for 

governments and public agencies’ was rated to be the least important criteria with 3,8%. 

Interestingly, the consulted experts held that it is more important for compliance mechanisms to 

ensure transparency (7.1%), accountability (7,6%) and traceability (7,0%) than to leave sufficient 

leeway to innovate (6,1%).  
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4.2 Results of the MCDA for the proposed four Compliance Mechanisms 
 
The aggregated scores for the four compliance mechanisms are listed in Table 4 and further 

graphically displayed in Figure 1 with a stacked bar chart. The sums of all averaged criteria 

multiplied by the criteria weights are displayed (see Table 4). As there is a different total number 

of sub-criteria per each main criteria, intra-policy option comparison (comparing the values of the 

main criteria within one policy option) is not possible.  

Table 3:  Relative Weights of Sub-Criteria as elicited by the MCDA Stakeholders 

Criteria Sub- Criteria Weight in % 

Effectiveness  

Capability to ensure Legibility/Explicabity/Transparency 7,1 
Capability to ensure Accountability of AI Systems 7,6 
Capability to ensure Traceability of AI Systems’ Decisions 7,0 
Ability to check for Robustness and Accuracy 6,9 
Ensure a Holistic View of the AI System 6,1 
Ensure AI compliance Mechanism are 
permitting Innovation of AI Systems 6,1 
Capability to discover Unknown Risks 6,8 

 Feasibility of Application 

Creating Incentives for Developers to act Responsible 6,9 
Technical Feasibility 7,0 
Organizational Feasibility of Assurer of Compliance 5,5 
In-house Expertise at the Assurer of Compliance 5,3 

Cost-Efficiency for 
Governments and Public 
Agencies 

Dialectic Cooperation between Providers and Assurers of 
Compliance 3,8 
One-off Costs 4,6 
Financial Burden 4,9 

Cost-Efficiency for Deployers 

Administrative Burden 4,5 
One-off Costs 5,1 
Financial Burden 4,8 
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To the surprise of the author, the overall aggregated scores for AI enforcement mechanisms do not 

vary greatly, all ranging between 5,39 and 6,39. This is remarkable given that policy options like 

real-time and automated conformity assessment are at a very exploratory stage while standards 

and certification are widely practised enforcement mechanisms.  

 

Looking at the results, algorithmic auditing was elicited with the highest overall score of 6,39. 

Equally, algorithmic auditing was believed to be most effective with a value of 3,31, most cost-

efficient for governments as well as most cost-efficient for deployers. In contrast, algorithmic 

impact assessment received the overall lowest weighted ratings with 5,49. This is because, 

stakeholders have equally elicited the lowest effectiveness score for algorithmic impact 

assessments and viewed it to be the least cost-efficient, both for governments and deployers. 

Standardisation and Certification are believed to be most feasible (1,66) and second-most cost-

efficient for deployers (0,83), however, scoring second-lowest on effectiveness (2,79). 

 

Most interestingly, real-time/automated conformity assessment was valued at similar levels 

compared to the other compliance mechanisms with a value of 5,79 (compared to 5,89 for 

standardisation and 5,49 for algorithmic impact assessment), although being arguably most 

experimental. Expectedly, real-time and automated conformity assessment was ranked least 

feasible (1,35) as it is without best practice. On the other hand, real-time conformity assessment 

was elicited to be more effective (2,98) than standardisation (2,79) and algorithmic impact 

assessment (2,75).  

 

 

Table 4: Overall Utility Scores for the four Compliance Mechanisms  

Main Criteria 
Algorithmic 

Auditing 

Algorithmic 
Impact 

Assessment 
Standardization 

and Certification 

Real-Time and 
Automated 

Compliance 
Mechanisms 

Effectiveness  3,31 2,75 2,79 2,98 
 Feasibility of Application 1,55 1,50 1,66 1,35 
Cost-Efficiency for Governments  0,68 0,50 0,60 0,65 
Cost-Efficiency for Deployers 0,85 0,74 0,83 0,80 
Utility Scores 6,39 5,49 5,89 5,79 
Source: Own Calculations 
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Fig. 1: Overall Utility for the four Enforcement Mechanisms 

 
 

4.3 Results of the MCDA for the three Assurers of Compliance 
 
In Table 5, the ranking results (summed weights and scores) of three main assurers of compliance 

are listed, in Figure 2 they are visualized using a stacked bar chart. The differences in scoring for 

the assurers were equally marginal. However, some slight differences may be observed. Overall, 

internal and external compliance mechanisms have the same aggregated score (6,2). A civil society 

driven compliance mechanisms were rated overall significantly lower (5,5) and were assessed to 

be least effective (2,8), feasible (1,2) and cost-efficient (0,81). Further, while the experts consider 

notified bodies to be slightly more effective than internal compliance mechanisms, compliance 

mechanisms by notified bodies are also believed to be less feasible.  

 
Table 5: Overall Utility Scores for the three Assurers of Compliance 

Main Criteria 

Deployers  
(Internal Compliance 
Mechanisms) 

Notified Bodies  
(External Compliance 
Mechanisms) 

Civil Society 
Organizations (Bottom-Up 
Compliance Mechanism) 

Effectiveness  2,91 3,15 2,85 
 Feasibility of Application 1,78 1,41 1,25 
Cost-Efficiency for Governments  0,62 0,77 0,68 
Cost-Efficiency for Deployers 0,91 0,88 0,81 
Utility Scores 6,22 6,21 5,59 
Source: Own Calculations 
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Looking at cost-effectiveness, the results reveal surprisingly that internal compliance mechanisms 

are believed to be more cost-effective for the deployers themselves compared to the compliance 

checks by the other assurers. This result, however, may hint at a possible confusion stemming from 

the research design. Feedback from a participant confirmed that some participants were not sure if 

maximum cost-efficiency meant lowest or highest costs. Therefore, the values for cost-efficiency 

should be interpreted with caution.  

 

Fig. 2: Overall Utility for the three Assurers of Compliance 

 

 
4.4 Discussion 

 
Looking at the overall results, it was acknowledged that the differentiation in scoring was not 

nearly as clear as anticipated. Both the assurers of compliance and the enforcement mechanisms 

were scored at surprisingly similar utility despite being arguably very different in their 

effectiveness, feasibility and cost-effectiveness (as outlined in the literature review). The goal of 

this MCDA approach was to shed light on differences between AI regulations’ enforcement 

mechanisms by pooling experts’ knowledge and judgments. Ideally, the expert participants would 
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have found a clear preference amongst the policy options or discarded a policy option for not being 

cost-efficient, feasible or effective.  

 

While striking results were not yielded, experts of this study have confirmed general notions, 

judgements and ideas about AI regulation –thus potentially solidifying the canon of knowledge on 

compliance mechanisms. First, the idea of a civil society-based compliance mechanism was 

generally viewed with scepticism both in terms of feasibility, cost-efficiency and general 

effectiveness. This may correspond to research that frames this policy option as a slightly more 

radical, idealistic and less feasible idea (Raji, 2021). Second, compliance mechanisms based on 

external control was rated to be potentially more effective but also to be less feasible compared to 

compliance mechanism based on internal control. This corresponds with the notion that internal 

compliance mechanisms may be more accurate (Raji et al, 2020) due to direct access to the AI 

models. On the other hand, it also corresponds to the critique that internal compliance mechanisms 

may come with a conflict of interest (Da Silva, personal communication, May 2022). Third, 

algorithmic auditing was preferred over algorithmic impact assessment and was believed to be 

more effective and feasible than impact assessment. Fourth, despite its experimental nature, 

automated and real-time compliance mechanisms were perceived to be similarly feasible compared 

to the other policy proposals.  

 

The relatively small differences in scoring may have several reasons. First, potentially the 

questionnaire was too extensive and long. Therefore, the participants may have not had the 

patience and perseverance to go through the whole questionnaire with the required accuracy. In 

support of this hypothesis, some stakeholders who initially agreed to devote 15 min for the MCDA 

quit the questionnaire mid-way (and were thus excluded from the results). Adding to this notion, 

the level of engagement among contacted experts was quite low. Second, some aspects of the 

research design as described above were perceived to be misleading. Third, it might be 

hypothesized that participants were cautious to elicit ‘extreme’ values given the general 

uncertainty surrounding potential enforcement mechanisms. In this sense, a coping mechanism to 

handle uncertainty could have been to settle for ‘safe and not opinionated’ mid- values. As 

mentioned above, the last limitation is the small– but conventional – number of participants. From 

reviewing MCDA literature, it was not clear to the author how a balanced group of stakeholders 
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could be selected. Although, stakeholders were contacted and appointed (as much as possible given 

the response rate) to balance between stakeholder groups and to avoid biases in any direction, a 

distortion due to the combination of experts cannot be ruled out.  

 

5. Conclusion 
 
This research has used a Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis to capture expert opinions on the 

expected effectiveness, feasibility and cost-efficiency of different policy options for compliance 

and enforcement of AI guidelines. Four different compliance mechanisms and three different 

assurers of compliance were compared.  

 

First, the research has briefly defined AI systems and their potential to advance human societies. 

It has further outlined the risks that AI systems pose to human and fundamental rights and that 

constitute the need for innovative, effective and future-proof AI regulation. Subsequently, this 

research has listed different national and international approaches to formulating principles and 

guidelines for ethical, trustworthy and responsible AI. It was emphasized that principles and 

guidelines need to be decoded into norms and essential requirements that only become meaningful 

–as in every regulatory framework –if properly implemented into practice with adequate 

enforcement and compliance mechanisms. Based on these considerations, a definition of 

compliance mechanisms was established namely the process by which the expected function of an 

AI system, as well as its conformity with laws, standards and regulations, is checked, controlled 

for and demonstrated to others. A range of different compliance mechanisms at all stages of the 

AI lifecycle was briefly presented. 

 

 As reliable quantitative data for AI regulation’s compliance mechanism is lacking, a Multi-

Criteria Decision Analysis was utilized to assess and compare different policy options. MCDAs 

structure decision processes with multiple assessment criteria, general uncertainty and lack of 

knowledge for example by integrating expert elicitation. Based on a literature review, four 

different compliance mechanisms namely algorithmic auditing, algorithmic impact assessment, 

real-time and automated conformity assessment as well as standardisation and certification were 

compared against each other. Further, three different assurers (actors carrying out compliance 
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mechanisms) were compared: the deployers themselves (internal conformity assessment), notified 

bodies (external compliance mechanisms) and finally civil society organisations (bottom-up 

conformity assessment). For the MCDA, 11 experts were asked to score the 7 policy options 

against 17 sub-criteria on a scale from 0 to 10. The sub-criteria were clustered around the three 

main assessment criteria effectiveness, feasibility and cost-efficiency. To account for the different 

relative importance of the sub-criteria, they were weighted based on subjective relevance on a 

scale from 0 to 10. Scores were added together based on the weighted sum model to build 

comparable utility scores for each policy option.  

 

The results of the MCDA were less indicative and significant than anticipated as differences 

between the policy options remained weak. However, some general conclusions may be drawn 

from this MCDA research. First, the notion of a civil society-based compliance mechanism was 

scored to be less effective, less feasible and more costly compared to all other compliance 

mechanisms. Second, external compliance mechanisms (by notified bodies) were believed to be 

more effective but also more difficult to implement compared to internal compliance mechanisms. 

Third, algorithmic auditing scored highest among all policy options. Fourth, despite its 

experimental nature, automated and real-time compliance mechanisms were not scored 

significantly lower, and in fact, were rated to be similar feasible and cost-efficient in comparison 

to the other compliance mechanisms.  

 

This study has given an initial notion of experts’ judgment and preferences for AI regulation’s 

enforcement mechanisms. It has also established a set of criteria to compare the utility of 

compliance mechanisms against that can be built on in future. However, further research is needed. 

In particular, it remains to be analysed if internal compliance checks are more effective due to their 

access to the systems or if external compliance systems are more thorough due to their 

independence. Further, the potentials and risks of technical standardisation for AI systems by 

standardisation bodies should be analysed critically. It remains to be seen if they are qualified for 

a holistic view considering all potential risks to human and fundamental rights or if their 

perspective is too narrow and technical. Finally, civil society-based compliance and conformity 

assessments should be studied and tested for their feasibly, especially since they promise to pick 

up holistic perspectives of affected communities.  
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The impact of AI systems on human societies in the next decades is believed to be significant, 

including benefits and risks to our human and fundamental rights. At this crossroads, it remains 

important to decide on future-proof regulations. This study has shown that a deliberate choice for 

effective compliance mechanisms may impact the overall effectiveness of the AI regulation. This 

choice for reliable compliance mechanisms should consider the interests of all stakeholders, but 

especially the interests of affected communities and individuals.  
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